Ballroom Basics
Wedding Dance
Wedding Dance Lessons Made Easy
Affordable Personalized Wedding Dance Preparation.
Plan a lovely dance routine to your special song!
Look Great Together For Your First Dance
Impress your family and guests on your big day!
Learn a skill that will last a lifetime.
We have a unique method of dance instruction that will have you dancing together quickly
and easily in a stress-free natural way. If you have "two left feet" we will make one of them
right.
You have a choice of a simple elegant dance with a few basics steps or a more complex
choreographed routine.
Paul Hughes started dancing when he was a pre-teen. He competed in American Smooth and
Rhythm and International Standard and Latin American dances and won many awards. He is
a Ballroom Chair and certified member of the Dance Teachers Club of Boston (DTCB),
American Society of Teachers of Dance (ASTD) and National Dance Council of America
(NDCA).
Ballroom Basics provides classes and private instruction in Ballroom, Latin, Swing and Line
Dance style of dances for Kids, Teens, Adults, Seniors and Wedding Couples.

Wedding Dance Lesson Packages
Bronze
1-3 Dance Lessons
Silver
3-5 Dance Lessons
Gold
5-10 Dance Lessons
Your choice of a Simple Elegant Dance Routine with minimal choreography to a more
complex showy choreographed routine.
Father/Daughter & Mother/Son Dances
Same Sex Wedding Couples
Come to our studio or we are willing to travel to your location if more convenient or lessons
can be done virtually if requested.
$75 per hour
(Additional Travel Fee if we come to your location.)
Wedding Dance Song Suggestions
http://ballroom-basics.com/wedding-dance.html
Wedding Dance Lesson Reviews
“Paul was an excellent teacher. We had quite a specific dance we wanted to do (for our
wedding), and Paul was very willing to help us achieve what we were looking for. He was
patient and very encouraging. We felt at ease and enjoyed the experience. Thanks very much
for being our dance teacher Paul!”
David & Brizi
Brizi & David Wedding Dance Video
Willow Waltz
https://youtu.be/H4rCnDMKDc0
“Paul made our first wedding dance go seamlessly. He presented us with a superb routine,
and made sure we were poised and confident! Thank you!”
Anna & Ian
Anna & Ian’s Wedding Dance Video
https://youtu.be/BhhU_1c8J04

“My fiance and I love taking dance lessons with Paul. He customizes his lessons to meet our
diverse learning styles and abilities, using real world analogies and dance exercises to clearly
communicate complex dance concepts. His lessons even come with partnering advice that
we have found helpful both in dance and in our relationship! Paul focuses on the foundations
so that we truly understand all elements of the dance, slowly weaving in more advanced steps
that stem from the basics. He always gives us a preview of an exciting new move that we will
learn in our next lesson, keeping us inspired and eager to learn more. Paul is great at giving
positive feedback, reminding us of our improvements and making us feel so accomplished
after each class. There is no doubt that Paul is passionate about dance, going above and
beyond as a teacher by sending us helpful videos and links throughout the week. We are so
grateful for everything that Paul has taught us!”
Kristi & Brian Review
“Hi Paul,
I am so sorry in the delay in getting this to you. Please find the review and testimonial below.
We are so happy with how the dance came out and we cannot thank you enough for
everything you did to help us get there.”
“Ballroom basics is a misleading name, because it is not just the basics that you can come
away with. Paul is an excellent teacher, who brings patience and easy instruction to every
lesson. Having a very minimal dance background before we started, he was able to tailor the
lessons to not only show us steps, but allow us the freedom to build upon those steps. We
met with him so that we could learn a dance for our wedding, and after a few lessons, we
were moving around the room well and starting to get into some more advanced movements.
By the end of our lessons, we had a full routine that we were very confident with and it
showed on our wedding day. We wowed everyone in attendance and were both so happy with
how the dance looked and felt.
Paul is able to not only teach you how to dance the steps, but the way he goes about it, with
genuine enthusiasm and pride, makes it easy to become more confident in your movements
and abilities on the dance floor. He will challenge you to step outside your comfort zone and
really become a much better dancer than you thought you could ever be and he encourages
you to continue to get better with every movement you make.
Lessons with Paul were the best part of our weeks leading up to the wedding and our first
dance was our favorite part of our wedding thanks to Paul!”
Thanks again,
Scott and Mary
“I took some basic lessons before my wedding and had a wonderful time. It was a little slow
at first, but once I got the steps down we moved along a little quicker and ultimately my wife
was happy at our wedding, so it turned out great.”
Craig M

“We came to Paul a month before our wedding date. Paul was incredibly flexible (traveling
closer to us), professional, and great to work with! Both having little to no dance experience,
he made us both feel very confident for our big night and it went off without a hitch! I would
definitely recommend Paul to anyone!”
Brittany
"My fiance and I knew nothing about dancing, but Paul put us at ease right away and taught
us just the right amount--enough to feel confident on our wedding day, and not so much that
we were overwhelmed. Highly recommended!"
Thanks again for all of your help! I think our dance went really well, and we got compliments
about it from several of our wedding guests!
Emily
“Paul is amazing. This is first chance I had to leave a review and my husband and myself
couldn't be happier with Paul. We were both very nervous but he helped us be comfortable
and most of all have fun doing it.
We had to stop his class do to circumstances in our personal life but because of him my
husband and I have learned to be as one on the dance floor and in our lives. Thank you so
much Paul!
WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND PAUL as he is not only a professional but a great person who
really cares.”
Brenda

